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Augmentation and Correspondence:
A Reanalysis of Nancowry Reduplication

B. A. Meek
University of Arizona
meekb@u.arizona.edu

1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to provide an account for what appears to be
reduplication in Nancowry, a Nicobarese language (Radhakrishnan 1981). Some
examples of `reduplication' are the following:

(1) Augmented form' Input form Gloss

?it.cat -cat
?uk.yak -yak

`to jump or bounce'
`to conceive a child'

In these two examples, the only segments that are identical between the input
form and the initial syllable of the augmented form are the final consonants of the
augmented forms and the final consonants of the input forms. Typically, in
reduplication, the copied segment corresponds with the edge that the reduplicant
attaches to. Nancowry presents two problems for this general conception of
reduplication. First, reduplicants are at least a syllable, a prosodic unit. Second,
reduplication is a morphological process that alters the meaning of forms. In
Nancowry, the reduplicated element appears to be only a single segment (the final
consonant). Also, this process does not alter the meaning of the initial form.
Thus, what has been labeled reduplication in Nancowry appears to be more
analogous to augmentation. These problems can be circumvented by using
Optimality Theory (henceforth OT) in conjunction with Correspondence Theory,
a sub -branch of OT (McCarthy and Prince 1993, 1995; McCarthy 1995).

In section 2, I show that augmentation affects only monosyllabic forms
without affecting any meaningful changes in the forms. I argue more fully that
what has been called reduplication is actually augmentation. Following
McCarthy and Prince's analysis of Axininca Campa, I provide an account for the
augmentation process itself. Section two describes the augmented form. Section
three compares that augmented form with the input form. This shows the

I I use these headings (Augmented form, Input form) because I argue that even though there are
correspondences between the augmented form and the input form, it is not reduplication. In order
to remain consistent throughout the paper, then, I used these headings here.
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correspondence(s) between the vowel and the final consonant of the augmented
form and the final consonant of the input form. Section four sums up the analysis
and offers suggestions for future research. In particular, the analysis shows that
the base -reduplicant, input -output, lexical- surface distinctions are not necessary.
In fact, the whole notion of reduplication may be analyzable as an augmentation
process.

2. Augmentation

The primary reasons for considering Nancowry reduplication to be
augmentation are the following. First, most cases of reduplication are associated
with meaningful differences in the lexical form, usually marking either repetition
or plurality (Marantz 1982, Moravcsik 1978). Nancowry reduplication never
alters the meaning of the form. The only alternation is with respect to the
phonological form itself (2).

(2) Monosyllabic augmenting forms: CVC -> CVC.CVC
/pok/ [ ?uk.pok] `to tether an animal'
/ ?ep/ -> [ ?up. ?ep] `to plan'
/lop/ -> [ ?up.lop] `to cover one's self'
Awn/ -> [ ?um.lom] `to fold'
/sa/ -> [ ?u.sa] `to visit a boat'
/ ?et/ -> [ ?it.?et] `to write'
/tot/ -> [ ?it.tot] `to lend'
/run/ -> [?in.run] `to paint a picture'
/tin/ -> [ ?in.tin] `to push'
/cat/ -> [ ?it.cat] `to jump or bounce'

Second, disyllabic forms do not reduplicate /augment (2'). Only
monosyllabic verb forms undergo this process.2

(2') Disyllabic forms: CV(C).CV(C) -> CV(C).CV(C)
ti.mo? `to give a blow'
ku.lay `to make curry'
ki.lk `to shake'
si. ?un `to bow'
ku.yo `to thrash'

2 Monosyllabic and disyllabic forms do not reduplicate (see Radhakrishnan 1981 for a discussion)
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ka.?ep
cac.i
hat.ruk
kap.mat
kin.?c
lin.rok
ka.mu

Meek

`to carve'
`to gossip
`to abstain'
`to imagine'
`to squeeze'
`to shoot with fingers'
`to frighten children'

CV(C).CV(C) -> *CV(C).CV(C).CV(C)

Third, when a prefix is attached, monosyllabic forms do not reduplicate.
Consider the following:

(3) /ha -/: causative prefix

?um.cim
?u.mi?
?in.tin
?it. ?et

?ip. ?ep
?up.lop
?uk.lak

`to cry with tears' ha.cim `to make someone cry'
`to be soaked' ha.mi? `to cause to get soaked'
`to push' ha.tin `to make someone push'
`to write' ha. ?et `?to make someone write'
`to plant' ha. ?ep ` ?to make someone plant'
`to cover one's self' a.lop `to cover someone'
`to avoid'

?uk.lak.hala `to wait for' ha.lak.hala `to ask someone to wait'

Thus, I conclude from the alternations that only monosyllabic verb forms
augment. I posit, then, that reduplication in Nancowry is an augmentation
process. Also, monosyllabic forms augment in order to become disyllabic. In
other words, verb stems want to be disyllabic. The evidence for this is in (3)
which shows that when a prefix attaches to the monosyllabic verb stem, no
augmentation occurs. However, when the stem is bare, augmentation occurs. The
constraint that captures this in OT is DISYLL (following McCarthy and Prince
1993: 79).

(4) DISYLL -Yb
Verb stems are minimally disyllabic.

In order to account for the exact position and mode of the augmentation, other
constraints are needed. First, I need to spell out when this augmentation occurs.
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Identical to Axininca Campa, augmentation occurs when the following properties
hold.

(5) Bareness:
only a bare root is augmented
when a prefix is present, nothing happens

A second property of augmentation is syllabicity. McCarthy and Prince state this
as follows:

(6) Syllabicity
roots /CVC/ augment to disyllabic cvc.CVC

This captures the observation that the augmentation is to the left, the right -side of
the root never augments in Nancowry (see 2 & 3 above). In Axininca Campa,
augmentation is restricted to the right -side of the root.

(7) Nancowry augmentation
/cim/: ?um.cim

*cim. ?um

Axininca Campa augmentation
/tho /: tho.ta

* ta.tho

In order to capture Axininca Campa augmentation, McCarthy and Prince use the
constraints ALIGN and ALIGN -L.

(8) ALIGN
Every right stem -edge coincides with the right edge of a
syllable

ALIGN -L
Every left stem -edge coincides with the left edge of a
prosodic word

This restricts the augmentation to the right side of the root (Align -L; position) and
requires that the stem -final element be syllable -final (Align; mode). For
Nancowry, augmentation needs to be restricted to the left side of the root (Align -
R). With respect to the relation between stem edges and syllable edges, both the
right and the left edges of the stem should coincide with a syllable edge. Thus,
the constraints for Nancowry are:
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(9) ALIGN (revised)
Every stem edge coincides with an edge of a syllable

ALIGN -R
Every right stem -edge coincides with the right edge of a
prosodic word

Consider the following tableau:

(10)
/tin/ j DISYLL ALIGN-R ALIGN ALIGN-L

a. [?in. Itini ] *

b. [ [tin! .?in] * 1

--> c. [n. Itinj ] *

---> d. [in. itini ] *

e. [.n On' ] *! * *

--> f. [?i. Itini ] *

g. [ Iti.n1 i] */ *

[] = PrWd, II = stem -edge

Here, DISYLL, ALIGN -R and ALIGN need to be ranked above ALIGN -L in order for
augmentation to take place at the beginning of the input form. Whereas for
Axininca Campa, ALIGN -L must be ranked above ALIGN -R. Note that four
candidates remain, {a, c, d, f}. In order to tease these apart, two more constraints
are needed.

(11) *C
Consonants are not syllabic

ONSET
All syllables have onsets.

The first constraint is given by default. There is no evidence in Nancowry to
suggest that consonants may be syllabic. Syllables are either CVC or CV (see 2).
They are never V, C, or VC. This leads to the second constraint, ONSET. Since
only CVC and CV syllables are possible in Nancowry, onsetless syllables never
appear. Thus, syllables always have onsets and always have a vowel; they are
minimally CV. Consider this next tableau which eliminates candidates (c) and (d)
in (10).
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(12)
/tin/ *C ONSET ALIGN -R ALIGN ALIGN -L

a. [ ?in. Itinj ] *

c. [n. 'tin' ] *!

d. [in. (tin' ] 41

--* f. ?i. Itinh ] I *

Since ONSET and *C are never violated in Nancowry, they are undominated. It
remains to be seen whether or not this holds true for ALIGN and /or ALIGN -R.
However, all four constraints are ranked above ALIGN -L.

In (12), two candidates remain standing. In order to force a selection
between these (since they do not freely vary), the form of the augment itself needs
to be examined. The next two sections address this. They look at the properties
of the augmented syllable itself and its relation to the input form.

3. The Form of the Augmented Syllable

So far, I have shown that augmentation occurs in order for monosyllabic
stems to become like their disyllabic counterparts; optimal stems are disyllabic.
However, the augmented syllable may surface as either a CV or CVC syllable.
The goal of this section is to find out when these two different forms surface. In
(13) I give examples of both types of augmentation and their illicit counterparts.

(13) CVC augmentation (see (2) above also)

a. [ ?in.tin] /tin/ `to push' a'. * ?i.tin tin
b. [ ?uk.yak] /yak/ `to conceive' b'. * ?u.yak yak
c. [ ?um.cim] /cim/ `to mourn' c'. * ?u.cim cim

CV augmentation3

d. [ ?i. ?as] / ?as/ `to sneeze' d'. * ?is. ?as ?as

e. [ ?i.tus] /tus/ `to weed' e'. * ?is.tus tus
f. [ ?i.tiy] /tiy/ `to laugh' f'. * ?is.tiy by

3 There are other CV forms ending in [?] which surface as CV.CVC when augmented. Some
examples are the following:

?u.ya? ya?

?u.mi? mi?

?u.ki? ki? `to tempt'
`to hatch an egg'
`to be soaked'

I do not deal with these here. I leave them for future investigation.
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g. [ ?i.cey] /cey/ `to twinkle' g'. * ?iy.cey cey

h. [ ?u.tow] /tow/ `to brood' h'. * ?uw.tow tow
i. [ ?u.kew] /kew/ `to take' i'. * ?uw.kew kew

From this, it is evident that all augmented syllables begin with a [2] where
the [2] surfaces in order to satisfy the constraint, ONSET.4 Also, the vowel of the
augmented syllable is always a high vowel, either [i] or [u]. For this paper, I will
simply stipulate that there is a constraint that states that all vowels are high.

(14) V=HI
All vowels are [ +high]

Since not all vowels surface as high vowels, this is an obviously violable
constraint and not highly ranked. In order to maintain the non -highness of other
vowels, the constraint, MAX, is needed.

(15) MAX (from McCarthy and Prince 1995)
Every element of S1 has a correspondent in S2.
(every input segment has a corresponding segment in the
output)

It is ranked.above V =HI. This allows the vowel of the augmented form to always
surface as a high vowel while preserving the features of the input vowels.
Consider the next tableau:

(16) / -ht/ `to be hunchback'
/ht/ ONSET ; MAX V=HI
cr a. ?it.ht

b. ?it.hit i *!

c. ?t.ht * !

d. it.ht *!

The only definitive ranking is MAX » V =HI; ONSET and MAX are unranked with
respect to each other.

Another pattern appearing within the augmented syllable itself is the
similarity between the place features of the vowel and the final consonant.
Consider these forms:

° I do not address the isssue of why the default consonant is [7].
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(17) Place- feature correspondence
? i t. h t `to be hunchback' ? t i n `to push'

II.
cor cor cor cor

2 u k.yak `to conceive a child' 7 u k.pok `to tether an

I I

I

I
animal'

dor (IL dor

7 u m.cim `to mourn' ? u plop `to cover one's

I I I I
self'

lab lab lab lab

This shows that the place features of the vowel and the final consonant match in
the augmented form. This potentially explains the variation between [i] and [u] in
the augmented form. That is, the place feature of the vowel varies depending on
the place feature of the final consonant. However, this raises the original
question: (i) how to get the appropriate final consonant for the augment and (ii)
how to predict when there is no final consonant in the augment. The forms given
in (13) above provide the contrasting forms. For ease of accessibility, I repeat a
few of them in (18).

(18) CVC augmentation

a. [ ?in.tin] /tin/ `to push'
b. [ ?uk.yak] /yak/ `to conceive a child'
c. [ ?um.cim] /cim/ `to mourn'

CV augmentation

d. [ ?i. ?as] / ?as/ `to sneeze'
e. [ ?i.cey] /cey/ `to twinkle'
f. [ ?u.kew] /kew/ `to take'

With respect to the augmented syllable alone, the only generalization which
appears is that the final consonants which surface in augmented forms are all
stops (see 18a -c). Forms (d -f) have no final consonants in the augmented form. It
would seem, then, that only stops can surface as final consonants in the
augmented syllable. Note that this restriction applies to augmented forms only.
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(19) Disyllabic forms with medial non -stop segments

a. hew.ca? `to meet someone'
b. muy.yuah `to quarrel'
c. i.mu .san `kitchen'
d. i.rew.si `temple'

The constraint which captures this generalization is the CODA CONDITION
following Ito 1986.

(20) CODA CONDITIONS

All codas are stops.

Obviously, there are disyllabic forms which violate this in Nancowry. In order to
prevent the coda constraint from affecting these forms, MAX must be ranked
above CODA CONDITION.

(21) /tow/ `to brood'

/tow/ ONSET MAX CODA -COND

a. ?u.tow *

b. ?uw.tow **I

c. ?u.to 41

d. u.tow 41

Thus, ranking MAX above CODA CONDITION keeps the input form from altering at
the surface while preventing a final consonant from surfacing in the augmented
form. The remaining question, though, is why a final consonant ever surfaces in
the augmented syllable in the first place. Once this is resolved, then the vowel
alternation can be neatly accounted for. However, in order to do this, the
relationship between the input form and the augment needs to be addressed.

5 This is a stipulative constraint. The only motivation for it at this time is the fact that only stops
surface as codas in the augment. Future research will hopefully use correspondence constraints to
account for this.
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4. Augmentation and Correspondence

This section focuses on the similarities between the input form and the
augmented form. The first observation is that there exists exact correspondence
between the final consonants of the input and the augmented syllable (when the
final consonant is a stop). For example:

(22) ?um.cim `to mourn'
?in.run `to paint a picture'
?uk.pok `to tether an animal'
?VC2.CiVxC2

In order to capture this relation in OT, I use the constraint, R- ANCHOR.

(23) R- ANCHOR

Any element at the designated periphery of the input has a
correspondent at the designated periphery of the augment.

I have altered this definition slightly from McCarthy & Prince's original
definition. If have substituted `input' for `base' and `augment' for `reduplicant.'.
What this does is it defines the correspondence between the edge of the
augmented syllable and the edge of the input form. It requires the segments at
these edges to be identical and helps choose the optimal candidate.

(24) /pok/ `to tether an animal'

/pok/ MAX R- ANCHOR CODA -COND

a. ?uk.pok
b. ?u.pok * !

Tableau (24), then, illustrates the applicability of R- ANCHOR. Now consider the
forms which do not surface with a coda in the augmented syllable (as in 12 & 17).
In order to be able to select a candidate with no coda in the augment, the CODA
CONDITION needs to be ranked above R- Anchor, as in tableau (25).
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/tow/ MAX CODA -COND R- ANCHOR

a. ?uw.tow * !

b. 7u.tow *

This shows that Coda Condition must be ranked above R- Anchor in order to get
an augmented syllable without a final consonant.

The final question remaining deals with the relationship between the place
features of the augmented vowel and the final consonant of the input form. I
noted earlier the relationship between the final consonant and the vowel of the
augmented form. As I have shown, though, a final consonant does not always
appear in the augmented syllable, but an alternation in the vowel still occurs.
Thus, the actual relationship is between the place features of the input's final
consonant and the place features of both the augment's final consonant and
vowel.

(26) Correspondence of place

? u k- p o k `to tether an animal' ?u-to w `to brood'

dIr dIr lib tab

As (26) shows, the correspondence can be reinterpreted as one between the mora
of the augmented syllable and the final consonant of the input.6 This allows the
generalization to be captured by using a single constraint, R- ANcH0R(place).

(27) R-ANCxoR(PL)

The rightmost place feature of the input corresponds to the le uost
mora of the output.

This constraint must be ranked below MAX, otherwise the alternation which
appears in the augmented syllable would appear elsewhere, and it does not.

6 I would like to thank Diana Archangeli for this suggestion.
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(28) /pok/ `to tether an animal'

/pok/ MAX CODA -COND R- ANCHOR ; R- ANCHOR(PL)

_ a. ?uk.pok
b. ?ik.pok i *!

c. ?u.pok */

d. ?u.po *!

So, Max dominates all three constraints. Coda Condition dominates R- Anchor (as
shown in (25)). Finally, R- Anchor(PL) is unranked with respect to R- Anchor and
Coda Condition because the optimal candidate (28a) does not violate any of these
constraints. Subsequently, a ranking cannot be determined.

5. Conclusion

In sum, I have given an account of Nancowry augmentation by using the
mechanics of OT and Correspondence Theory. It has provided an analysis for the
augmentation, for the form of the augment and for the correspondence between
the input and the output without having to call upon the problematic notion of
reduplication or the derivational -like domains posited by McCarthy and Prince
1995. This analysis has avoided all of the theoretical entanglements. Instead of
redefining reduplication to accommodate a single segment, I have instead argued
for a reanalysis of Nancowry reduplication as an augmentation process and have
shown this above. Also, with respect to the domain distinctions implemented by
McCarthy and Prince, I have circumvented these issues by (1) analyzing
Nancowry reduplication as augmentation and (2) reducing the domains to one
between input and output only. This removes the need to consider what RED
might be in Nancowry as well as allowing a more general analysis, one which
may apply to other phenomena including reduplication. An interesting question
for future deliberations is whether or not reduplication in general can be
reanalyzed as augmentation.
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